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Abstract. This paper concerns with boundary value problems for the second order matrix 
differential equation Xc2)(t) + AlX(‘)(t) + A,X(t) = F(t). In an analogous way to the 
scalar case, we represent the general solution of this equation in terms of an appropriate 
pair of solutions of the algebraic matrix equation X2 +AlX+ A, = 0. Thus existence and 
uniqueness conditions for solutions of boundary value differential problems related to the 
equation as well as, explicit and computable expressions for solutions are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Second order matrix differential equations with constant coefficients appear in the study 
of vibratory systems, [lo], and in the theory of small oscillations of a continuum, [8]. 
This paper concerns with the boundary value problem 
X(2)(t)A1X(1)(t) + A,X(t) = F(t), 
&X(O) + E2X@)(0) +&X(b) + F2X@)(b) = G1, 0 < t 5 b 
&X(O) + &X(l)(O) + &X(b) + F4X@)(b) = G2 
(1.1) 
where Ei, Fi, 1 5 i 5 4, G1, G2, A,, Al, F(t) and X(t), are square complex matrices, 
elements of Cnxn. For the particular case where F(t) = 0 and A1 = 0, interesting 
formulas for the solutions of Cauchy problems related to the equation Xt2) = AX, may 
be found in [l], and boundary value problems with easier boundary value conditions than 
those of (l.l), h ave been studied in [6], for the case Al = 0, A, invertible and F(t) = 0. 
In recent papers, 151, [7], and in an analogous way to the scalar case, explicit solutions 
of Cauchy problems and boundary value problems related to the matrix equation 
Xt2) (t) + AIX(t) + A,X(t) = 0 (1.2.) 
have been given in terms of appropriate solutions of the corresponding characteristic 
algebraic matrix equation 
X2+A1X+A,=0 (1.3) 
Methods for solving equation (1.3), may be found in (31, [4], [5]. 
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we study existence and uniqueness con- 
ditions for solutions of problem (1.1) when an appropriate pair of solutions of equation 
(1.3) is available. Starting from a variation of the parameters method for the matrix 
differential equation Xt2)(t) + AlX(l)(t) + A,X(t) = F(t), we represent the general so- 
lution of such equation whose expression depends on two matrical parameters. Hence, 
existence, uniqueness conditions for solutions of problem (1.1) as well as a closed form 
expression of them are given. 
If A is a rectangular matrix in CmXn, we denote by A+ the Penrose-Moore pseudo-inverse 
of A. An account of the uses and properties of this concept may be found in [2], [ll]. 
In particular we remark that an easy method for computing A+, may be found in [2], p. 
12. 
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2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS 
OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation of the paper we state the following theorem 
whose proof may be found in [7]. 
THEOREM 1 [7]. Let X0, XI be two solutions of the algebraic equation (1.31, such 
that Xr -X0 is invertible in Cnxn. Then the general solution of equation (1.2) takes the 
form X(t) = exp(tX,)C + exp(tXr)D, where C and D are arbitrary matrices in C,,,,. 
Theorem 1 suggests that in an analogous way to the scalar case a variation of the pi 
rameters method for solving the matrix differential equation 
X@)(t) + AIX(‘) (t) + A,X(t) = F(t) (2.1) 
may be obtained if we assume the existence of a pair of solutions X0, Xr of equation 
(1.3) such that Xr - X0 is invertible. Let F(t) be a continuous Cnxn valued function, 
and let us consider the matrix functions C(t), D(t) satisfying the system 
[ 
exp(tX,) exp(tXr) 
X0 exp(rXO) XI exp(tXr) ] [%I:‘,] = [Fyt)] (2.2) 
that may be written as 
[X0 XI] [ exp(0tXJ 
expptxr)] [ $:11:‘,] = [ ;t)] (2’3) 
From the invertibility of X1 - X0, it follows that 
[X0 XI]-’ = [-(X1 _ JfJ-lXo $$-$r] 
1+(X,-X,)-1 
(24 
From (2.2)-(2.4), by integration one gets 
I 
t 
C(t) = C(0) + exp(-sX,)(Xr - X0)-‘F(s)&; 
0 
D(t) = D(0) + 
I 
t 
exp(-sXr)(Xr - X0)-lF(s)ds 
0 
Taking into account (2.2), by successive differentiation of the expression 
(2.5) 
X(t) = exp(tX,)C(t) + exp(tXl)D(t) (2.6) 
it follows that 
X(l)(t) = XOexp(tX,)C(t) + X~exp(tX~)D(t) 
Xt2)(t) = X,” exp(tX,)C(t) + X: exp(tXl)D(t) (2.7) 
F’rom (2.5), (2.7), it follows that 
Xt2) (t) + AlX@)(t) + A,X(t) = 
= (Xz + &X0 + A,) exp(tX,)C(t) + (Xf f AIXI + A,) exp(tXl)D(t) + F(t) = F(t), 
because Xi, for i = o, 1, are solutions of equation (1.3). Thus X(t) defined by (2.6), (2.5) 
are solutions of (2.1), for any value of matrices C(O), D(0) in Cnxn. Also, if Y(t) is any 
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solution of (2.1), and Y(0) = C,, Y(l)(O) = C 1, and we choose matrices C(O), D(0) in 
c nX,,, such that 
[F${] = [iO :I-‘[$I 
then, X(t) defined by (2.6), (2.5) with these values C(O), D(O), satisfies the same Cauchy 
conditions as Y(t) and from the uniqueness property for solutions of a Cauchy problem 
related to the equation (2.1), [9], one concludes that Y(t) = X(t). Thus, (2.6), (2.5) 
represents the general solution of equation (2.1). 
Let S = (Sij), Sij&CnXn, 1 2 i, j < 2, be the block partitioned matrix whose entries are 
defined by 
Sll = El + 232X, + (FI + F2Xo) exp(bX,) ; S12 = E1 + E2X1 + (F1 + F2X1) exp(bX1) 
S21 = E3 + .E4X, + (F3 f F4Xo) exp(bX,) ; S22 = E3 + E4X, + (F3 + F4Xl) exp(bX1) 
(2J3) 
If we impose to the expression X(t) given by (2.6), (2.5), that X(t) be a solution of 
the boundary value problem (l.l), th en it is clear that it means that the free matrix 
parameters C(O), D(O), must verify certain conditions. From (2.5) we have 
C(b) = C(0) + I,” exp(-sX,)(Xl - X0)-lF(s)ds; 
D(b) = D(0) + /,” exp(-sXl)(Xl - X0)-IF(s)& (2.9) 
By impossing that X(t) satisfies the boundary value conditions of (l.l), taking into 
account (2.9) and (2.7), one gets that matrices C(0) and D(0) must verify 
&(C(o) + D(0)) + E2(XoC(0) + &D(O)) + F~(exp(bX&(b) + exp(bXlP(b))+ 
+F2(Xo exp(bX,)C(b) + Xl exp(bXl)D(b)) = GI 
E3(C(O) + D(0)) + E4(X$(O) + XIII(O)) + F3 exp(bX,)C(b) + exp(bXl)D(b)+ (2.10) 
-tF4(Xo exp(bX,)C(b) + Xl exp(bXl)D(b)) = G2 
Let &I and 92 be defined by the expressions 
J ’ Ql = Cl - (Fl+ J’2Xo) exp((b - s)XO)(Xr - X,)-lF(s)ds- 0
(F1+ F2Xl) J,” exp((b - s)Xr)(Xr - X0)-‘F(s)& 
J b 92 = G2 - (F3 + F4Xo) exp((b - s)XO)(Xl - Xo)-lF(s)ds- 0
(173 + ~4x1) J” exp((b - s)Xr)(Xr - X0)-‘F(s)& (2.11) 
0 
Ram (2.8)-(2.11), we have that X(t) defined by (2.6), (24, satisfies the boundary value 
problem (l.l), if and only if, the matrices C(O), D(O), satisfy the algebraic system 
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(2.12) 
Also, from [ll], p. 24, the system (2.12) is solvable, if and only if, 
s ls+ [::I = [ii:] (2.13) 
and under this condition, the general solution of the algebraic system(2.12) is given by 
[;fj] =s+ [;;I +(I,,-s+s)Y (2.14) 
where Y is an arbitrary matrix in CznXn. In particular if S is invertible, then S-’ = S+, 
and the only solution of (2.12) is given by 
(2.15) 
Thus the following result has been proved: 
THEOREM 2. Let us suppose that equation (1.3) has a pair of solutions X0, X1, such 
that Xl -X0 is invertible, and let F(t) be a continuous C,,,, valued function defined on 
the interval [O, b]. Th en the boundary value problem (1.1) is solvable if and onJy 3, the 
matrix S defined by (2.8) satisfies the condition (2.131, where Q1 and Q2 are given by 
(2.11). Under th is condition, the solution set of problem (1.1) is given by X(t) defined 
by (2.(i), (2.51, where C(O), D(0) take th e f orm described by (2.14). In particular, ifs 
is invertible in C2nx2n, then problem (1.1) has a unique solution given by (2.6), (2.51, 
with C(O), D(0) determined by (2.15). 
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